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Show your pride? The surprising effect of race on how people perceive a pride display
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ABSTRACT
Non-verbal expressions of pride convey status. But pride displays can be interpreted as either authentic or hubristic. Given negative stereotypes about Blacks, we hypothesized that when displaying pride, Blacks would be rated higher in hubristic and lower in authentic pride compared to Whites. Contrary to predictions, three experiments found consistent evidence that Whites are judged to be more hubristic than Blacks when displaying pride. This effect occurred when pride was displayed in an unspecified (Study 1), academic (Study 2), or work-related context (Study 3). Effects were largely specific to pride displays and not a function of a general race-based response bias. We speculate that these counterintuitive findings might reflect a negative reaction to those with high status flaunting their success.

Positive feelings about the self are thought to be important markers of psychological health, well-being, and social inclusion (Leary, 2007; Taylor & Brown, 1988). It also behooves people to communicate their positive self-views to others to help those social perceivers gain an accurate but positive impression (Gilbert, 1997; Human, Biesanz, Parisotto, & Dunn, 2012; Martens, Tracy, & Shariff, 2012). Standing up straight, with an expansive posture, an upturned chin, and a slight smile is universally recognized by others as a signal of personal pride and status within the group (Tracy & Robins, 2007a, 2008; Tracy, Shariff, Zhao, & Henrich, 2013). But for Blacks in North America, who typically have lower status in society and are stereotyped to be less competent and more aggressive on average, assuming a pride posture might be seen as an inauthentic overclaiming of status or a hubristic show of dominance to non-Black perceivers. Three experiments sought to test the hypothesis that as compared to Whites, Blacks displaying a pride posture would be perceived as showing more hubristic and less authentic pride. None of the experiments showed support for this hypothesis. Instead, all three experiments showed the reverse effects with Whites, not Blacks, being perceived more negatively for displaying pride.
Pride as a display of social status

Research on self-conscious emotion has traditionally focused on negative emotions like shame and guilt. More recently, there has been extensive research demonstrating that pride is a distinct self-conscious emotional state with a universally recognizable non-verbal display (Tracy & Matsumoto, 2008). People experience pride for positive achievements they attribute to themselves (or to close others), and thus displays of pride are a social signal of one’s positive self-views and competencies in either a global respect or specific to some event (Carney, Cuddy, & Yap, 2010; Tracy & Robins, 2007b; 2014; Tracy, Weidman, Cheng, & Martens, 2014; cf. Ranehill et al., 2015). Perhaps because the pride display is thought to have evolved as a signal of one’s competence, and thus status within a group (Fiske, Xu, Cuddy, & Glick, 1999), expressions of pride are often automatically associated with status (Martens et al., 2012; Shariff, Tracy, & Markusoff, 2012; Tracy et al., 2013).

Research on pride has pointed to two different subjective experiences or perceptions of pride displays (Tracy, 2016; Tracy & Robins, 2007a, 2007b). In their original theory, Tracy and Robins defined authentic pride as derived from an internal but effort-based attribution for a success, and hubristic pride as derived from making an internal but ability-based attribution for success (Tracy & Robins, 2007b). More recently, Holbrook, Piazza, and Fessler (2014) have offered a different interpretation suggesting that people feel authentic pride when they truly have the competence to justify the status they have achieved; but feel hubristic pride when their status is not backed by actual competence or abilities and is instead overclaimed. According to theory, those who feel and display authentic pride are more likely to have acquired higher status based on prestige for their competence and respect from others, whereas those who feel hubristic pride are more likely to have acquired higher status more by dominance and coercion (Cheng, Tracy, & Henrich, 2010).

Regardless of the true source of one’s pride, researchers have suggested that people might be advised to adopt a pride display to create a more positive impression and achieve better outcomes (Cuddy, Wilmuth, Yap, & Carney, 2015). For example, although initial reported effects on hormonal changes have been controversial (Ranehill et al., 2015), evidence suggests that when people adopt a pride posture (or power pose), it can boost their subjective feelings of confidence and power and might even predict better performance (Carney et al., 2010; Cuddy et al., 2015). Importantly, however, when perceived by others, the same pride display can convey either authentic or hubristic pride (Shi et al., 2015; Tracy & Robins, 2007a). Because perceivers typically form positive rather than negative impressions of people (Human et al., 2012), one might expect that in the absence of other information, pride would generally be perceived as being more authentic than hubristic (Tracy & Prehn, 2012). However, we reasoned that one’s race (either Black or White) might provide an important visible cue that could influence the degree to which a display of pride would be interpreted by non-Black perceivers as the authentic or hubristic variety. When members of disadvantaged minority groups are perceived as showing authentic pride as a group (e.g. in the context of a political protest), perceivers are generally more supportive of their cause (Ratcliff, Miller, & Krolikowski, 2013). Thus, it would be important to know if there are biases against perceiving authentic pride among minority group members in the first place.
How we thought race would affect perceptions of pride

We sought to understand how a target’s race affects the impressions people form of individuals who display pride. The a priori prediction was that when displaying a prototypical expression of pride, Blacks would be rated by non-Blacks (and perhaps especially by Whites) as showing more hubristic and/or less authentic pride compared to their White counterparts. A great deal of contemporary theory on racial prejudice supports these hypotheses. For example, we might expect members of the White majority group in North America to perceive Blacks who display pride as being too boastful. Given persistent racial gaps in income, educational attainment, and occupational advancement (Lin & Harris, 2009), Black Americans continue to be associated with having lower status compared to Whites (and Asians) and being less competent in academic and professional domains (Plous & Williams, 1995; Steele, 1999). Juxtaposed against these stereotypes of lower competence in academic and professional pursuits, a display of pride might be viewed by non-Blacks as less authentically tied to actual competence or status.

Furthermore, stigmatized targets stereotyped to be less competent are sometimes judged more negatively for being assertive or self-promoting. Researchers have documented these backlash effects for White women (Rudman & Glick, 2001; Williams & Tiedens, 2016), Black men (Livingston, Rosette, & Washington, 2012) and gay men who self-promote (Schmader, Croft, Whitehead, & Stone, 2013). In fact, high performing Black Americans shy away from publicizing their academic successes to the degree they fear such backlash (Phelan & Rudman, 2010). In perhaps the most relevant past research to our question, Hall and Livingston (2012) demonstrated that both Black and White football players who celebrated touchdowns were viewed as being arrogant, but Blacks were penalized more for this behavior compared to Whites. Given this theory and evidence in support of backlash, we expected Black targets to be rated lower in authentic pride compared to White targets displaying the same pride posture. Although we first tested this effect in a context-free setting (Study 1), we reasoned that such backlash might be particularly likely when pride is displayed for academic (Study 2) or professional success (Study 3). Our rationale was that if Blacks are presumed to be less competent in these domains relative to their White peers, then overt displays of pride would seem to be undeserved and therefore as less authentic and/or overclaimed.

In addition to the above reasoning for why Blacks might be denied authentic pride compared to Whites, we also predicted that Blacks would be seen as more hubristic compared to their White peers displaying pride. In addition to stereotypes of incompetence, Blacks (especially Black men) contend with quite strong stereotypes of being angry, violent and aggressive (Correll, Park, Judd, & Wittenbrink, 2002; Devine, 1989; Eberhardt, Davies, Purdie-Vaughns, & Johnson, 2006; Hugenberg & Bodenhausen, 2004; Payne, 2001). Because the pride display is so closely associated to status, power, and aggression (Carver, Sinclair, & Johnson, 2010) and because hubristic pride shows a particularly strong link to dominance (Cheng et al., 2010), a display of pride might be viewed as more threatening and thus as a sign of hubris when the target is Black (and male). For this reason, we expected Black targets to be rated higher in hubristic pride compared to White targets displaying the same pride posture. We suspected that this particular reaction was at the heart of the backlash against Black football players who celebrate their touchdowns in Hall and Livingston (2012).
The current studies

We describe three experiments designed to test the hypotheses that when displaying a pride expression, Blacks would be perceived to show less authentic and more hubristic pride compared to Whites by non-Black perceivers. In contrast to past research using archival sports footage as stimuli (Hall & Livingston, 2012) or group protest videos (Ratcliff et al., 2013), neither of which focused on the non-verbal emotional expression of pride per se, our goal was to use more controlled stimuli of individual emotional expressions and distinguish between the two forms of pride. In each study, perceivers were asked to rate the emotional expressions of targets on a measure of hubristic and authentic pride.

Study 1 compared responses to pride displays relative to other emotions (happy, neutral and shame); Study 2 focused only on pride displays but added a race unspecified silhouette as a comparison condition and employed a between-subjects design; Study 3 compared perceptions of pride and happy (in contrast to neutral) since these two positive emotions are often highly related, and their expressions share some aspects in common (e.g. a smile). Studies 1 and 2 used the emotion stimuli created and validated by Tracy, Robins, and Schriber (2009) in their foundational research on pride as a basic and universal emotion; Study 3 used more ecologically valid photographs of people in business attire displaying pride. Ratings were made with no contextual information in Study 1, a context of academic success in Study 2, and a context of hiring in Study 3. Studies 1 and 3 focused on perceptions of male targets and Study 2 manipulated target gender. Although our original predictions were specific to ratings of hubristic and authentic pride, we also summarize data on liking in Studies 1 and 2, and positivity of impressions, rated quality, and ranked preference for job candidates in Study 3. Finally, across two or more studies, we examined modern racism and social dominance orientation (SDO) as potential moderators of effects, similar to other research that has examined beliefs in the legitimacy of ethnic status differences as a moderator of people’s tendency to prefer Whites to Blacks when targets convey higher status (Weisbuch, Slepian, Eccleston, & Ambady, 2013).

As will become clear, these three studies actually revealed patterns that clearly contradicted our original hypotheses. When displaying pride (and often not when displaying other emotions), Whites were generally perceived to be more hubristic and sometimes to be less authentic compared to Blacks. This effect was found across different contexts, stimulus sets, target gender, sample type (college student, MTurk) and study design (within, between). The effect does not reflect a general tendency to avoid rating Blacks negatively. The samples (especially those using within-subjects designs) provided adequate power to test hypotheses. In the general discussion we will offer some speculation as to what these findings might suggest and articulate what future studies might examine to further refine theory surrounding these effects.

Study 1

Study 1 was designed to test our general hypothesis that pride displays would be seen differently depending on the target’s race. We had a secondary hypothesis that this effect might be most apparent when White American perceivers feel that their racial superiority is threatened (i.e. by policies that could be seen as advantaging Blacks). To test this idea, Study 1 also included a manipulation of threat that is described below, but because this
manipulation had no effect in this rather small sample and was not included in the follow-up studies, we describe it only briefly and the results will largely collapse across this factor in the design.

**Method**

**Participants and procedures**
Forty-six White American participants (59% female; age \( M = 36 \)) were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and completed a 3-part online questionnaire on accuracy in person perception in exchange for $0.50.\(^1\) The design of the study was a 2 (threat) \( \times \) 2 (target race) \( \times \) 5 (target emotion) mixed design with the second two factors varying within-subjects.

In Part 1 of the survey, participants completed a reading comprehension test that included three passages designed to manipulate racial threat, along with a single comprehension question after each. The first and third passages were filler passages on nuclear fusion and Wuthering Heights. The second passage was varied between participants to describe the success of affirmative action policies in employment rates among minorities, but to the disadvantage of Whites (195 words, threat condition), or the success of the disabilities act in employment rates among the disabled (215 words, control condition). The passages were designed to be as parallel to each other in sentence structure and content as possible. For instance, “Affirmative action [or ‘The Americans with Disabilities Act’ in the control condition] has been a resounding success … Before affirmative action [disabilities act] programs were implemented, it was unheard of for Blacks [those with mobility issues] to compete with Whites [others without disabilities] for any job.”

In Part 2 of the survey, participants completed a person perception task where they were specifically asked to make ratings of how “other people” would have rated ten images of male targets posing different emotional expressions (an instruction aimed at reducing self-response biases). These stimuli, which included equal numbers of Black and White targets displaying pride, happiness, shame, anger, or a neutral expression, were taken from the previously validated UCDSEE set of basic emotions (Tracy et al., 2009). Finally, in Part 3, participants filled out the SDO scale (Sidanius, Levin, & Pratto, 1996), Modern Racism Scale (MRS, McConahay, 1986) and basic demographic information (occupation, education, socioeconomic status, political conservatism and religion).

**Measures**

**Emotion ratings.** As a check on the manipulation of emotional expression, participants were asked to rate how each target would be seen by others on single-item measures of happy, ashamed, proud and angry using a 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much) Likert scale.

**Hubristic and authentic pride.** Participants indicated the extent to which the individual in each image would be rated as showing authentic and hubristic pride, each defined by a single item that listed the 7 adjectives used in the authentic and hubristic pride scales (Tracy & Robins, 2007b). Thus the following two items were rated from 1 (Not at all) to 7 (Very much): “showed authentic pride (i.e. accomplished, like they are achieving, confident, fulfilled, productive, like they have self-worth, successful)” and “showed hubristic pride (i.e. arrogant, conceited, egotistical, pompous, smug, snobbish, stuck-up)”.

\(^1\) When considering ethical implications of study designs, it is important to remember that the use of small samples can lead to limited generalizability of findings. In this context, the $0.50 compensation is intended to encourage participation while maintaining ethical standards.
**Other impression ratings.** Single item ratings of prestige, dominance, liking, intelligence and attractiveness were included as exploratory items. Of these, only the effects on liking will be presented in detail as none of the other measures revealed significant effects of target race in response to pride – our focal emotion, all $p > .10$. In other words, there was no evidence that the Black and White target stimuli displaying pride differed significantly in how dominant, prestigious, attractive, or intelligent they seemed.²

**Social dominance orientation.** SDO ($\alpha = .95$, Sidanius et al., 1996) is a previously validated measure of general positive orientation toward group dominance. It consists of 16 dominance-related phrases which are rated on the extent they are agreed with from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). For instance, “Superior groups should dominate inferior groups”, and “It would be good if all groups could be equal” (reverse scored).

**Modern racism scale.** Participants completed the 6 item MRS (McConahay, 1986). Items such as, “Discrimination against Blacks is no longer a problem in the United States,” and “Blacks are getting too demanding in their push for equal rights,” were rated from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree) and responses were averaged to yield a measure of racial bias ($\alpha = .91$).

**Results & discussion**

**Manipulation checks**

A series of within-subjects analyses of variance (ANOVA) of the four target types on each emotion rating confirmed that images conveyed the intended emotions, $F$s(4, 180) = 296.53 (happy), 131.56 (proud), 234.33 (angry), 166.86 (ashamed), $p < .05$.³ Pairwise comparisons indicated that compared to each of the other conditions, happy images were rated as significantly happier ($M$s = 6.09, 5.47, 1.51, 1.38, & 3.05 for happy, pride, anger, shame, & neutral, respectively), pride images were rated as significantly more proud ($M$s = 5.85, 4.69, 2.54, 1.67, & 2.94 for pride, happy, anger, shame, & neutral, respectively), anger images were rated as significantly more angry ($M$s = 6.03, 1.44, 1.25, 2.35, & 2.33 for anger, pride, happy, shame, & neutral, respectively), and shame images were rated as significantly more ashamed ($M$s = 5.63, 1.35, 1.45, 2.32, & 2.05 for shame, pride, happy, anger, & neutral, respectively), $p < .05$.

In the threat condition, all participants indicated a sufficient level of understanding of the threat passage: Of the 22 participants in this condition, 20 (91%) indicated that the affirmative action passage described how affirmative action programs are considered a success, while 2 (9%) indicated it was to defend the programs as necessary. No one chose the other decoy responses (to correct misconceptions, to encourage debate within government, to criticize such programs).

**Tests of primary hypotheses**

**Hubristic pride.** Despite comprehension of the threat article, an initial 3-way mixed-model ANOVA revealed that the threat manipulation had no main or interactive effects on hubristic pride, all $F$s < 1, thus it was dropped from the model to maximize power for the focal hypothesis. We reported generalized eta squared as the effect size in all omnibus analyses (Bakeman, 2005) and partial eta as the effect size in all simple effects analyses. Mean differences across condition on all variables are summarized in Table 1.
An Emotion × Race within-subjects ANOVA yielded an emotion main effect, $F(4, 180) = 42.18, p < .05$, generalized $\eta^2 = .36$. There was also a marginal main effect of race, $F(1, 45) = 3.77, p = .06$, generalized $\eta^2 = .006$, that was qualified by a significant interaction, $F(4, 180) = 4.05, p = .004$, generalized $\eta^2 = .02$. When displaying a neutral expression, Black targets were rated higher ($M = 2.72, SD = 1.46$) than White targets ($M = 2.30, SD = 1.21$) on hubristic pride, $F(1, 45) = 4.25, p = .045$, partial $\eta^2 = .09$; but when displaying a pride expression, White targets were rated significantly higher on hubristic pride ($M = 4.59, SD = 1.63$) than were Black targets ($M = 3.87, SD = 1.93$), $F(1, 45) = 10.73, p = .002$, partial $\eta^2 = .19$. There were no target race differences for angry or happy, $F$s < 1. Not surprisingly, hubristic pride ratings were quite low for the targets displaying shame, but they were significantly lower for the Black target ($M = 1.37, SD = .57$) compared to the White target ($M = 1.76, SD = .82$), $F(1, 45) = 9.07, p = .004$, partial $\eta^2 = .17$. Because the later studies were not designed to replicate this last effect, we do not try to offer an interpretation of it.

**Table 1.** Study 1: Means and standard deviations for target ratings as a function of target race and displayed emotion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race/display</th>
<th>Emotion ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hubristic pride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White pride</td>
<td>4.59 (1.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black pride</td>
<td>3.87 (1.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White happy</td>
<td>2.67 (1.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black happy</td>
<td>2.52 (1.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White anger</td>
<td>3.26 (1.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black anger</td>
<td>3.22 (1.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White shame</td>
<td>1.76 (1.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black shame</td>
<td>1.37 (1.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White neutral</td>
<td>2.30 (1.21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black neutral</td>
<td>2.72 (1.46)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Within each emotion display, means for targets of different race not sharing the same subscript differ significantly in simple effects testing, $p < .05$. $N = 46$.

An Emotion × Race within-subjects ANOVA revealed that our threat manipulation had no main or interactive effects on authentic pride, all $F$s < 1, thus it was dropped from the model. The Emotion × Race within-subjects ANOVA on authentic pride yielded only an unsurprising main effect of emotion, $F(4, 180) = 121.24, p < .001$, generalized $\eta^2 = .45$. There were no target race differences for angry or happy, $F$s < 1. Not surprisingly, authentic pride ratings were quite low for the targets displaying shame, but they were significantly lower for the Black target ($M = 1.37, SD = .57$) compared to the White target ($M = 1.76, SD = .82$), $F(1, 45) = 9.07, p = .004$, partial $\eta^2 = .17$. Because the later studies were not designed to replicate this last effect, we do not try to offer an interpretation of it.

**Authentic pride.** Similar to hubristic pride ratings, an initial 3-way mixed-model ANOVA revealed that our threat manipulation had no main or interactive effects on authentic pride, all $F$s < 1, thus it was dropped from the model. The Emotion × Race within-subjects ANOVA revealed a significant race by emotion interaction on liking, $F(4, 180) = 4.48, p = .002$, generalized $\eta^2 = .02$, that qualified a main effect of emotion, $F(4, 180) = 70.42, p < .001$, generalized $\eta^2 = .45$. The interaction was driven by a tendency to like the Black target ($M = 4.59, SD = 1.63$) than White targets ($M = 4.30, SD = 1.21$) when pride was displayed, $F(1, 45) = 8.43, p = .006$, partial $\eta^2 = .16$. In fact, the Black target was liked to a similar extent when displaying pride or happiness ($M = 4.74, SD = 1.40$), $t(45) = 1.34, p = .19$; but the White target was liked significantly less when displaying pride compared to happiness ($M = 4.98, SD = 1.20$), $t(45) = 5.44, p < .001$.
In another exploratory analysis, we examined whether either SDO or MRS predicted the degree to which participants exhibited ethnic biases in perceptions of hubristic or authentic pride or likeability when targets posed pride. Using Judd, Kenny, and McClelland (2001) as a guide, we computed bivariate correlations relating these two individual difference measures (which themselves were correlated, \( r = .65, p < .001 \)) to the difference scores created by subtracting hubristic pride (or authentic or likeability) ratings for the Black target from ratings for the White target. This analysis then asks whether the gap in these pride ratings due to target race is correlated with either modern racism or social dominance? Correlations are summarized in Table 2 and reveal a negative correlation between modern racism and target race effects on hubristic pride, \( r = −.29, p = .047 \). Specifically, although those high in modern racism (with scores above the median = 2.17) showed no race bias in hubristic pride ratings, \( t (21) = −.09, p = .932 \); those lower in modern racism rated pride expressions as more hubristic when displayed by a White than by a Black target, \( t (23) = −2.35, p = .028 \).

In contrast, those who scored higher in SDO rated pride expressions as more authentic when displayed by White than Black targets, \( r = .30, p = .042 \). Among participants high in SDO (with scores above the median = 2.28), pride expressions were seen as more authentic for White than for Black targets, \( t (20) = 2.10, p = .049 \), whereas these means did not differ among those low in SDO, \( t (23) = −.60, p = .550 \). Only this last finding might provide some suggestion that those who favor social hierarchy perceive Blacks more negatively for displaying pride. Neither variable was related to the size of the race gap in likeability ratings.

**Discussion**

The results from Study 1 revealed almost no support for our hypothesis that pride would be perceived by White Americans as more hubristic and less authentic when expressed by Black as compared with White targets. Although Blacks were rated as more hubristic than Whites when their expression was neutral, Whites were actually rated as more hubristic than Blacks when either pride or shame was expressed. Whites displaying pride were also liked less than Blacks displaying pride or than Whites displaying happiness, suggesting that the White target might pay a social penalty for pride. In this study, no effects were found for ratings of authentic pride, although there was some tendency for those high in SDO to see Whites expressing...
pride as displaying a more authentic type of pride compared to Blacks. This last finding is somewhat in line with original predictions and past research (Weisbuch et al., 2013), but most evidence in this study points more to an overall social penalty for pride to Whites than to Blacks.

Although we recognize that social desirability concerns could influence perceivers’ ratings, the strong desire for many White Americans to appear non-prejudiced (Shelton, Richeson, & Vorauer, 2006) should have led to an overall pattern of more positive ratings of Black as compared to White targets. This is not what the results consistently show across all emotions posed; in fact, Blacks were often perceived more negatively than Whites when displaying emotions other than pride. We also tried to minimize social desirability effects by asking participants to rate how they thought other people would judge the targets and by conducting the study online so that responses would be completely anonymous.

With these surprising effects in hand, we designed a second study in an attempt to test our original hypothesis. There were several changes in the design of Study 2. First, whereas the first study provided no context for targets’ emotional displays, the second study focused specifically on pride and used an academic context as a backdrop for the pride displays targets displayed. We reasoned that perhaps the effect we hypothesized would only occur when Blacks (and Whites) were displaying pride in a context where Blacks are stereotyped to be less competent and thus pride for academic accomplishment might be seen as less deserved. Furthermore, whereas Study 1 used only male targets in a within-subjects design (where comparison across race might become salient), in Study 2 we used both male and female targets to test the generalizability of any effects across gender and employed a between-subjects design. We also included a third silhouette condition in an attempt to provide a race-unknown control condition for ratings of the Black targets. Finally, since we did not try to manipulate racial threat in Study 2, we did not a priori restrict our sample to only White Americans, and finally we asked participants in Study 2 to provide their own impressions.

**Study 2**

**Method**

**Participants and procedures**

One-hundred and fifty-seven students from a large Canadian university (68% female; age $M = 21.6$, $SD = 3.80$) were recruited on campus to complete a personality judgment study. Forty-nine percent of participants were White, 34% Asian, 4% Middle-Eastern, 2% Native, 1% Hispanic, 5% indicated more than one race, and 5% indicated “other”. No one was Black.

Participants were approached on campus to participate in a quick study. They were asked to form an impression of a single target photo and caption presumably from another student. The target always displayed pride (photos taken from UCDSEE, Tracy et al., 2009) and the caption conveyed academic success: “In the last class I’ve taken, I got an A. I found it pretty easy to get a good grade in the class.” Participants were randomly assigned to view one of eight targets: a Black female, a Black male, a White female, a White male, or one of four race-unknown silhouettes made from the outline of these four photos. We averaged responses to the two male and to the two female silhouettes to create a race variable with three levels (Black, White, silhouette) that was crossed with target gender. Participants rated
their own impressions of the target on authentic (α = .79) and hubristic pride (α = .94, Tracy & Robins, 2007b). They also rated the targets for how much they appeared to be proud, happy, or ashamed on a 7-point Likert scale from not at all to very much.

A second page of the survey also included more exploratory items assessing other aspects of person impression (e.g. target’s prestige, dominance, likeability, attractiveness, status and intelligence) that were not of primary relevance to the core hypothesis. As in Study 1, we only report results on likeability but will footnote other patterns.

Finally, participants filled out the SDO scale (α = .88, Sidanius et al., 1996) and basic demographic information. Modern racism was not included in this study, but was included in Study 3.

Results & discussion

Manipulation checks

As expected, targets were generally rated as appearing more proud (M = 5.98, SD = 1.18) than happy (M = 4.73, SD = 1.71), or ashamed (M = 1.57, SD = 1.11), all ps < .001. A target gender (male, female) by target race (Black, White, Silhouette) between-subjects ANOVA revealed no evidence that these perceived emotions were affected by the race or gender of the target, all ps > .10. Thus, the stimuli were equated on the extent to which they displayed pride.

Tests of primary hypotheses

Hubristic pride. A target gender (male, female) × target race (Black, White, Silhouette) between-subjects ANOVA revealed only a main effect of target race, F(2, 151) = 12.91, p < .05, generalized η² = .15 (see Table 2). There was no main or interactive effect of target gender, Fs < 1. Pairwise comparisons of the race condition (with Bonferroni adjustments) indicated that the White targets (M = 4.91, SD = 1.56) were rated significantly higher in hubristic pride than the Black (M = 3.27, SD = 1.52), p < .001, d = 1.06, or Silhouette targets (M = 3.91, SD = 1.32), p = .002, d = .69, which did not differ significantly from one another, p = .08, d = −.44 (see Table 3).

Authentic pride. Similarly, an analysis of authentic pride also revealed a main effect of target race, F(2151) = 5.87, p = .004, generalized η² = .07, that was not moderated by target gender, F < 1. Participants did, however, rate female targets significantly higher on authentic pride than male targets (Mfemale = 5.16, SD = .87; Mmale = 4.92, SD = 1.03), F(1151) = 4.72, p = .03, d = .25, which might stem from a general tendency to perceive women more positively than men (Rudman & Goodwin, 2004). Pairwise comparisons of the target race effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target race</th>
<th>Hubristic pride</th>
<th>Authentic pride</th>
<th>Likeability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White (n = 39)</td>
<td>4.91 (1.56)a</td>
<td>4.88 (1.20)b</td>
<td>2.53 (1.25)b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black (n = 39)</td>
<td>3.27 (1.52)b</td>
<td>5.49 (.65)a</td>
<td>3.89 (1.27)a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silhouette (n = 79)</td>
<td>3.91 (1.32)b</td>
<td>4.96 (.84)b</td>
<td>2.94 (1.34)b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: For each outcome, means not sharing the same subscript differ significantly in pairwise comparisons, p < .05. N = 157.
(with Bonferroni correction) this time revealed that the Black targets were rated significantly higher on authentic pride ($M = 5.49, SD = .65$) than either White targets ($M = 4.88, SD = 1.20$), $p < .001, d = .63$, or the Silhouette targets ($M = 4.96, SD = .84$), $p = .009, d = .71$, which were not significantly different from each other, $p = 1.00$.

**Exploratory analyses**

**Likeability.** An exploratory analysis on likeability yielded only a main effect of target race, $F(2, 148) = 11.30, p < .001$, generalized $\eta^2 = .13$, that was not moderated by target gender, $F < 1.5$. Participants liked the Black targets displaying pride ($M = 3.89, SD = 1.27$) more than the White targets ($M = 2.53, SD = 1.25$), $d = 1.08$, or the silhouettes displaying pride ($M = 2.94, SD = 1.34$), $d = .73, ps = .001$, which did not differ from one another, $p > .30$.

**SDO.** Because this study employed a between-subjects design, we used PROCESS (Hayes, 2013) to test whether SDO moderated the effects of target race on pride ratings. SDO scores were standardized and entered as a predictor along with a dummy coded variable (0 = White, 1 = Black) and the interaction of these two predicting first hubristic and then authentic pride. These analyses yielded no evidence of significant main or interactive effects of SDO on either form of pride or liking, all $p > .25$. Also, SDO was not significantly correlated with hubristic or authentic pride ratings (or liking) either overall or in any of the target race conditions, all $p > .05$.

**Moderation by participant race.** In a final exploratory analysis, we also tested participant race (White participants, $n = 74$, vs. non-White participants, $n = 77$) as a potential moderator of the target race effects. This 2 (participant race) × 3 (target race) ANOVA yielded no significant interaction on authentic pride, $F(2, 144) = 1.54, p = .22$, or likeability, $F(2, 144) = 1.84, p = .162$, but did yield a significant interaction on hubristic pride, $F(2, 144) = 5.95, p = .003$, generalized $\eta^2 = .07$, that qualified a marginal main effect of participant race, $F(2, 144) = 3.30, p = .07$, generalized $\eta^2 = .02$.

Pairwise comparisons (with Bonferroni correction) suggested both Whites and non-Whites perceived the White target ($M_{\text{white}} = 4.20, SD = 1.90; M_{\text{non-white}} = 5.54, SD = 1.02$) as more hubristic than the Black target ($M_{\text{white}} = 2.98, SD = 1.50; M_{\text{non-white}} = 3.45, SD = 1.43$). However, the size of this effect was much larger for non-Whites, $t(144) = 5.02, p < .001, d = 1.68$, than for Whites, $t(144) = 2.49, p = .014, d = .71$. Also, Whites’ ratings of hubristic pride for the silhouette ($M = 4.14, SD = 1.33$) were similar to their ratings of the White target, $t(144) = .14, p = .88, d = .04$, but higher than for the Black target, $t(144) = -2.85, p = .005, d = -.82$. In contrast, non-Whites’ ratings of the silhouette ($M = 3.63, SD = 1.15$) were more similar to their ratings of the Black target, $t(144) = -.46, p = .64$, $d = -.13$, but lower than their hubristic ratings of the White target, $t(144) = 5.03, p < .001, d = 1.78$. Because this moderating effect of participant race does not replicate in Study 3, we hesitate to draw strong conclusions from it.

**Discussion**

The results of Study 2 were somewhat consistent with findings from the first study and again provided no support for our original hypothesis. Instead, we again found evidence that it was White, not Black, targets who were perceived as more hubristic (and in this study as less
authentic) in their pride displays compared to the Black targets. The inclusion of the silhouette for an race-unspecified comparison suggested that Whites were especially perceived to be more hubristic when displaying pride in comparison to a race-unspecified target, and little evidence of an overall tendency to simply rate Blacks more positively, which could suggest self-report biases. Gender of target did not moderate effects and in this study, and we replicated a similar pattern as seen in Study 1 with a more diverse sample of non-Black participants and using a between-subjects design where direct comparisons across targets of different ethnicities were not made salient.

Finally, it is notable we still found no evidence that Blacks are socially penalized for displaying pride even though this study more directly manipulated an expression of pride for academic success, a domain where Blacks are routinely stereotyped to be less competent and thus pride might be seen as overclaiming success. Instead, these results start to suggest that perhaps Whites are socially penalized for an overt display of pride. Exploratory analyses suggesting that these effects are somewhat stronger among non-White participants (who were predominantly Asian in this sample) could imply that minority groups view an overt display of pride after success in a more negative, hubristic light when enacted by the dominant group in society.

A methodological strength of these first two studies was the use of standardized images that were created specifically to represent prototypical pride displays. However, the use of these images also means that they depict somewhat unnatural expressions and they were rated in a context with little to no experimental realism. In an attempt to test our original hypothesis (or replicate the emerging effects), Study 3 was designed to have participants rate targets in another setting where Blacks are typically disadvantaged – a job hiring context (Brief, Dietz, Cohen, Pugh, & Vaslow, 2000). To provide more experimental realism, participants viewed and made ratings of a series of brief resumes with an attached photo depicting a more natural expression of pride, happiness, or neutral emotion by Black and White men. We returned to a within-subjects design to increase the power of the study and to allow for comparison of pride to happy displays. Because both pride and happy expressions include a smile, it is important to test that any effects observed due to target race are specific to the pride display.

**Study 3**

**Method**

**Participants and procedures**

Ninety-nine American participants were recruited from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk and completed an online study of how resumes are reviewed in exchange for $0.50. Seventy-eight percent of participants were White, 10% Asian, 7% Hispanic, 1% Middle-Eastern, 1% Native, 2% indicated more than one race or ethnicity, and 1% indicated “other”. No one was Black. Participants viewed the resumes and pictures of 11 candidates for the position of “Director of Human Resources in a large corporation.” Six of these resumes were the targets of study; five additional were included as filler resumes to obscure our primary interest. The target images were photos taken from the Internet of Black or White men wearing business suits and displaying either pride, happy, or neutral expressions. In some cases, the photos were photo-shopped to ensure they conveyed the correct emotion. The photos and resumes were
separately pre-tested to ensure they were equivalent on a number of different factors. Both the resume and image pairings and the order of presentation were randomized.

Given evidence that racial biases are particularly likely to appear when judgments are made under time pressure (Cunningham et al., 2004), participants were asked to read the resumes quickly and rate the “quality of the candidate as a potential hire” for each candidate on a 1 (poor quality) to 7 (excellent quality) scale, with the midpoint 4 (acceptable quality). Given the number of resumes that needed to be reviewed, participants rated authentic and hubristic pride using only two items from each scale (achieving/accomplished and arrogant/snobbish). They also rated four other items (competent, warm, friendly, capable) that, given the high correlation among them, were combined to form a general positive impression index ($\alpha$s range from .66 to .86). After viewing all of the candidates, participants saw all 11 candidates together on the screen and were asked to rank ordered them from 1 to 11 (1 = Best, 11 = Worst), and then filled out SDO ($\alpha$ = .96, Sidanius et al., 1996), Modern Racism (McConahay, 1986) and basic demographic information.

**Results & discussion**

**Test of primary hypotheses**

**Hubristic pride.** A 2-way within-subjects ANOVA on hubristic pride yielded main effects of both target race and emotion, $F(1, 196) = 21.85, p < .001$, generalized $\eta^2 = .02$, and $F(2, 196) = 6.33, p = .002$, generalized $\eta^2 = .01$. More importantly, there was a significant target race $\times$ target emotion interaction, $F(2, 196) = 4.04, p = .02$, generalized $\eta^2 = .007$ (See Table 4). When displaying pride, White candidates were rated higher on hubristic pride ($M = 2.54, SD = 1.06$) than were Black candidates ($M = 2.01, SD = .96$), $F(1, 98) = 21.91, p < .001$, partial $\eta^2 = .18$. When displaying a neutral expression, the same pattern was evident ($M = 2.41, SD = 1.05$ vs. $M = 2.18, SD = .98$) but the size of the effect was much weaker, $F(1, 98) = 4.63, p = .034$, partial $\eta^2 = .05$. Note that this effect for neutral expressions is the reverse of Study 1, where the Black target was rated as more hubristic than the White candidate with a neutral expression. When displaying happy, there was no significant difference between Black and White targets on hubristic pride, $F(1, 98) = 2.11, p = .15$, partial $\eta^2 = .02$.

**Authentic pride.** The same analysis on authentic pride yielded no significant effects, $Fs < 2$. 

---

**Table 4.** Study 3: Means and standard deviations for target ratings as a function of target race and displayed emotion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race/display</th>
<th>Hubristic pride ($M$) ($SD$)</th>
<th>Authentic pride ($M$) ($SD$)</th>
<th>Positive impression ($M$) ($SD$)</th>
<th>Candidate quality ($M$) ($SD$)</th>
<th>Candidate rankings ($M$) ($SD$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White pride</td>
<td>2.54 (.96)</td>
<td>3.70 (.83)</td>
<td>3.69 (.85)</td>
<td>5.14 (.35)</td>
<td>6.67 (2.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black pride</td>
<td>2.01 (.96)</td>
<td>3.79 (.80)</td>
<td>3.99 (.74)</td>
<td>5.45 (.30)</td>
<td>5.22 (2.78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White happy</td>
<td>2.12 (1.17)</td>
<td>3.74 (.92)</td>
<td>3.92 (.72)</td>
<td>5.31 (.35)</td>
<td>5.21 (2.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black happy</td>
<td>1.98 (.93)</td>
<td>3.87 (.75)</td>
<td>4.05 (.70)</td>
<td>5.42 (1.25)</td>
<td>5.21 (2.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White neutral</td>
<td>2.41 (1.05)</td>
<td>3.77 (.82)</td>
<td>3.68 (.63)</td>
<td>5.39 (1.15)</td>
<td>6.53 (2.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black neutral</td>
<td>2.18 (.98)</td>
<td>3.07 (1.27)</td>
<td>3.77 (.68)</td>
<td>5.53 (1.24)</td>
<td>5.50 (2.71)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Within each target emotion, means not sharing the same subscript differ significantly in simple effects testing for that outcome, $p < .05$. $N = 99$.

*For candidate rankings, higher rank values indicate a poorer evaluation of the candidate.*
Exploratory analyses

Positive impression. The 2-way within-subjects ANOVA on positive impressions of the candidates yielded main effects of both emotion, $F(2, 196) = 10.55, p < .001$, and race, $F(1, 196) = 11.96, p < .001$, but the interaction was not significant, $F(2, 196) = 2.08, p = .131$.

In an effort to replicate patterns from Study 1, more focal comparisons were conducted. These suggested that perceivers generally formed a less positive impression of the White ($M = 3.69, SD = .85$) than the Black candidate ($M = 3.99, SD = .74$) when he displayed pride, $F(1, 98) = 9.21, p = .003$, partial $\eta^2 = .09$, but not when he displayed a happy, $F(1, 98) = 2.61, p = .11$, partial $\eta^2 = .03$; or neutral expression, $F(1, 98) = 1.90, p = .17$, partial $\eta^2 = .02$. In fact, the Black candidate received equally favorable impressions when he displayed happiness ($M = 4.04, SD = .70$) or pride, $p = .43$; whereas the White male candidate was seen significantly less favorably when displaying pride than when displaying happiness ($M = 3.92, SD = .72$), $p = .006$.

Candidate quality and ranking. The same analysis on the perceived quality of the candidates yielded no main effect of emotion, $F(2, 196) = 1.45, p = .24$, generalized $\eta^2 = .003$. However, there was a main effect of race suggesting that Black candidates were generally rated as being of higher quality ($M = 5.47, SD = 1.07$) than White candidates ($M = 5.28, SD = .99$), $F(1, 98) = 5.56, p = .02$, generalized $\eta^2 = .05$. Although the interaction with target emotion was not significant, $F(2, 196) = .74, p = .48$, more focused simple effect analyses suggested that this race difference was of larger magnitude and only significant when candidates were displaying pride ($M_{\text{Black}} = 5.45, SD = 1.30$ vs. $M_{\text{White}} = 5.14, SD = 1.35$), $F(1, 98) = 5.69, p = .02$, partial $\eta^2 = .05$, but not when displaying happy ($M_{\text{Black}} = 5.42, SD = 1.25$ vs. $M_{\text{White}} = 5.31, SD = 1.35$), $F(1, 98) = .61, p = .44$, partial $\eta^2 = .006$, or neutral expressions ($M_{\text{Black}} = 5.54, SD = 1.28$ vs. $M_{\text{White}} = 5.39, SD = 1.15$), $F(1, 98) = 1.43, p = .24$, partial $\eta^2 = .01$.

We also analyzed the ranked preferences people gave to the six target candidates (among the full set of 11 candidates they evaluated). The same 2(target race) × 3 (target emotion) within-subjects ANOVA yielded two significant main effects that were qualified by a significant interaction, $F(2, 196) = 3.63, p = .028$, generalized $\eta^2 = .012$. Participants ranked the White target lower (i.e. farther from 1) than the Black target when the targets displayed pride ($M_{\text{White}} = 6.67, SD = 2.84$; $M_{\text{Black}} = 5.22, SD = 2.78$), $F(1, 98) = 10.42, p = .002$, partial $\eta^2 = .10$, or were neutral ($M_{\text{White}} = 6.53, SD = 2.89$; $M_{\text{Black}} = 5.50, SD = 2.71$), $F(1, 98) = 6.30, p = .014$, partial $\eta^2 = .06$, but not when they were happy ($M_{\text{White}} = 5.21, SD = 2.81$; $M_{\text{Black}} = 5.21, SD = 2.75$), $F(1, 98) = 0.00, p = 1.00$.

MRS and SDO. As in Study 1, we again computed difference scores to represent the racial bias in pride ratings and candidate quality by subtracting the ratings for Black targets from ratings for White targets for each variable when pride was displayed. We examined bivariate correlations of these racial biases with both modern racism and SDO (see Table 2). We did not replicate the relationship in Study 1 between modern racism and race differences in hubristic pride. The only significant relationship with modern racism was with the race gap in candidate ratings. The tendency to rank the White candidate lower than the Black candidate when both display pride was stronger among those low in modern racism ($Md = 2.33$), $t(46) = -3.87, p < .001$, and was weaker and not significant among those above the median in modern racism, $t(46) = -1.39, p = .17$. 
We did replicate the relationship between SDO and race differences in authentic pride observed in Study 1, although the more focal comparisons were a bit different. In this study, among the half of the sample above the median in SDO (Md = 2.25), there was no difference in authentic pride ratings for the Black and White candidate, $t(48) = -0.60, p = .550$, but among those below the median and thus low in SDO, the White target was rated significantly lower in authentic pride than the Black target, $t(49) = 2.06, p = .045$. Significant correlations between SDO and the race gap in overall impressions and candidate ranks revealed a similar pattern.

**Moderation by participant race.** Finally, we again conducted an exploratory analysis including participant race (White $n = 77$, non-White $n = 22$) as a between-subjects factor in a mixed ANOVA. Unlike in Study 2, this analysis yielded no three-way interaction with participant race on hubristic pride, $F(2, 194) = .55, p = .58$, authentic pride, $F(2, 194) = .57, p = .57$, overall impression, $F(2, 194) = 1.04, p = .355$, candidate quality effects, $F(2, 194) = .61, p = .55$, or candidate rankings, $F(2, 194) = .32, p = .73$.

**Discussion**

As in Studies 1 and 2, we found a significant effect of race on hubristic pride ratings but one opposite to our original hypothesis. White and not Black male targets were rated as more hubristic when displaying pride in the context of a job application; they also received lower rankings among all of the job candidates compared to a Black male target displaying pride. Although White men were also rated as somewhat more hubristic even when exhibiting a neutral expression, the race penalty was larger for the pride expression. Importantly, this race effect was not present in the happy condition, the emotional expression most similar to pride. In this study, as in Study 1, we did not observe effects on ratings of authentic pride, suggesting that these effects are likely specific to perceptions of hubristic pride. Although the interaction was not always significant for ratings of candidate quality, candidate rankings, or overall impression, patterns of means and more focused comparisons suggest that the White male target displaying pride was consistently rated less positively than the Black target displaying pride. There was also some evidence that the social penalty to the pride-displaying White male target on final rankings for the job was stronger for participants lower in modern racism or SDO.

**General discussion**

Pride is a basic human emotion used to spontaneously express a sense of self-confidence, status and success. But perceivers might not always grant that this expression is an authentic reflection of one’s competence or achievement. A better understanding of how pride displays are interpreted as a function of target’s group membership gives clearer theoretical insight into the social dynamics of emotional expressions. Given prior evidence that authentic and hubristic pride are differentially related to status based on dominance or prestige, distinguishing unique effects on these different facets of pride can highlight how displays of status are perceived by others. Practically speaking, this research can then inform how people might strategically express or suppress their feelings of pride in the service of impression management.
In these three studies, we originally set out to test the hypothesis that because of racial stereotypes associating Black Americans with incompetence and/or aggression, Blacks would be judged more harshly than Whites when displaying pride as a social signal of status. More specifically, our reasoning was that pride as a display is somewhat ambiguous and can be interpreted as either status acquired through dominance (which should be associated with hubristic pride) or status acquired through true competence (which should be associated with authentic pride). If Blacks are stereotyped to be high in dominance and low in competence, we thus hypothesized that Blacks’ pride displays would be perceived as highly hubristic and less authentic compared to their White peers. In other words, because pride displays can be viewed in different ways, we expected prevalent negative stereotypes about Blacks to systematically color how their expression of pride is perceived.

Instead, the results of these three studies revealed quite consistent evidence for an effect opposite to this prediction. That is, Whites displaying pride were rated as seeming more hubristic than Blacks displaying the same emotion. In Study 2 (but not in Studies 1 or 3), Whites displaying pride were also rated as less authentic than Blacks displaying pride, though they were not rated as less authentic than the race unspecified silhouette. Overall, the social penalty to Whites who display pride was found regardless of whether a context for the expression was given, across both male and female targets, both when rating what others or they themselves perceive, and in studies using both within- and between-subjects designs. These effects were not seen in response to all emotion displays, importantly were not found to happy displays – the expression most similar to pride – and consistently were largest in size for pride displays. In Study 3, using more ecologically valid stimuli and measures, we found some suggestive evidence that White job candidates displaying pride might even be seen as lower quality hires compared to their Black peers. This last finding, however, should be considered tentative given the method still lacks the realism of an actual hiring context and the limited number of target stimuli used.

Note, that we initially had no predictions about overall likeability (or general positivity in Study 3) of the targets, but analysis of these measures across the studies yielded a pattern of results that also pointed to a general social penalty for Whites displaying pride. White targets were rated as less likeable or positive than Black targets in all three studies, but only when displaying pride. Evidence that this is actually a social penalty to Whites is seen in Studies 1 and 3 where the White male target displaying pride was viewed more negatively than the White target displaying happiness, the emotion most similar to pride. Only in Study 2 with a between-subjects design and a college student sample, did it appear that the effect might be driven more by a social bonus to Blacks who were liked more than either the White or the race unspecified target.

Are perceivers just avoiding any appearance of bias against Blacks?

As we designed and carried out each of these studies, and especially as these patterns emerged, our first thought was that they might simply reflect a tendency among progressive, egalitarian-minded Whites to avoid any appearance of racial bias by being overly positive in their ratings of the Black targets. Some of the correlations showing stronger effects with those who score lower in modern racism and/or social dominance might seem at first glance to support this interpretation. However, the studies as a whole do not provide strong evidence that what we have captured merely reflects self-presentational biases. First, an overall bias avoidance pattern would predict more positive ratings of Black targets across the board.
regardless of the emotion targets express. More often than not, the target race differences observed were specific to ratings of targets who display pride. In Study 1, Black targets displaying anger, neutral, or even happy emotions were often rated more negatively than Whites. Second, as mentioned above, in Studies 1 and 3, the difference in overall positivity of how Whites and Blacks are perceived when expressing pride seems to be driven more by lower ratings given to Whites rather than higher ratings given to Blacks, if ratings to a happy target are used for comparison. Only in Study 2 is there more of a pattern of positivity ratings for Black as compared to the race-unspecified silhouette or the White targets. Admittedly, however, these faceless silhouettes might not be an ideal control group for baseline data on likeability or hubris ratings; without any facial expression, participants have less information to guide their impression.

Third, if the patterns summarized here largely reflect a tendency to avoid the appearance of racial bias, then we might expect effects to be driven by White participants, the group stereotyped to be racially biased (Vorauer, Main, & O’Connell, 1998). Although the White penalty effect was found in Study 1, where only White participants were used, exploratory analyses using participant Race (White vs. non-White) as a factor found no evidence that effects were stronger for White participants in Study 3 and some suggestion of stronger effects among non-White participants in Study 2.

What might this mean and what to do next?
If it is not the case that North American perceivers socially penalize Blacks for displaying pride, how are we to interpret these effects? We believe that there is enough consistency to the patterns we have observed to conclude that Whites and not Blacks are perceived more harshly for overt expressions of pride. Here we offer some speculation for why this might be the case, although admittedly any emerging theoretical explanation merits clearer tests in future research.

There is considerable evidence that Whites are the dominant high status group in North American society (Lin & Harris, 2009). Although pride is used as a signal of status, those who are known to have high status by dint of some category membership, might generally confer little benefit to overtly celebrating their success. Perhaps such signals to success are generally expressed more (and thus perceived as more appropriate) when that success is less assured. One can easily imagine that a spontaneous pride display seems both more likely and appropriate after the victory of equal competitors or even by an underdog than when an expert bests a novice. Similarly, a group’s level of status is likely to change in different contexts (e.g. Asians are higher status in mathematics, but lower status in North American society), so perceptions of hubristic pride might also vary given the context in question. This might explain why Hall and Livingston (2012) found that Blacks were penalized more for their arrogance than Whites in a sporting context, where Black men are stereotyped to have greater natural ability. As pointed out by an astute reviewer, Blacks who display pride for an accomplishment in a domain where they are often disadvantaged (i.e. acing an exam, as in Study 2) might actually be viewed as more deserving of high status and thus as more authentic in their pride compared to their advantaged White peers. Follow-up research is needed to generalize the patterns observed here with other groups or even individuals where existing status differences are known. Such evidence would confirm that these effects have more to do with existing status differences between targets, either in general or in specific domains, and are not specific to race per se.
Research is also needed to understand the mechanism for these effects, as the goal with these studies was merely to establish a reliable pattern. As suggested above, one possibility is that those whose status is assured in a hierarchy have no need to overtly communicate their status to others. Indeed, doing so risks drawing attention to and criticism of the status differences that exist. For example, Horberg, Kraus, and Keltner (2013) have found that people displaying pride are assumed to be less egalitarian in their ideology. Having and maintaining high status might often call for more modesty, which could explain why Whites are penalized for displaying pride across these studies (and why men displaying pride were seen as less authentic than women in Study 2). In both cases, these targets might be viewed as breaking norms for modesty and humility among those who already enjoy higher status. Such norms might develop to serve a system justifying function, similar to recent arguments that norms for gratitude might develop to maintain the status quo (Eibach, Wilmot, & Libby, 2015).

But is there a strong norm for modesty and humility among those with high status, at least in North American society? We could find very little research on the topic. Although people are generally seen as less likeable when they self-promote (Godfrey, Jones, & Lord, 1986), we do not know of research that has looked at this by pre-existing status differences between groups or individuals. In fact, evidence suggests that the norm for men is to be self-promotional, which speaks against a stronger norm for modesty among those presumed to have status (Moss-Racusin, Phelan, & Rudman, 2010). Nonetheless, if a tendency to socially penalize Whites who display pride stems from a perceived violation of a modesty norm that serves a system justifying function, then one testable prediction is that those who are most motivated to maintain the current racial hierarchy should show the strongest tendency to derogate Whites who display pride. However, at least using SDO as a measure of preference for hierarchy, we observed little support for this idea.

Alternatively, we might imagine that Whites who display pride could be seen as overclaiming their success. That is, if the higher status that Whites enjoy is viewed to be illegitimate, then the individual successes they enjoy might be viewed by others (and perhaps especially by non-Whites) as stemming from an unfair social privilege. This account could explain why Whites displaying pride were more likely to be rated as more hubristic but not as less authentic compared to Blacks. Whites displaying pride seem arrogant, and this arrogance might be associated with an overclaiming of success that has not been earned (Holbrook et al., 2014). Interestingly, this prediction might lead to an opposite prediction than the one presented above: those who reject the legitimacy of the current racial hierarchy might show the strongest tendency to socially penalize Whites who display pride.

Consistent with this idea, there is some prior evidence that people who believe racial differences are fair have more positive automatic associations with White more than Black targets when both convey status with a slight up-tilt of the head (Weisbuch et al., 2013). In contrast, this pro-White bias is mitigated for those who believe racial differences are unfair. This set of studies by Weisbuch and colleagues is interesting since the head tilt they manipulated as a non-verbal cue to status is one aspect of the pride display. Thus, the studies reported here serve to extend their findings by comparing emotional expressions (e.g. pride and happy) and providing clearer evidence not just of a reduced pro-White bias, but an actual penalty to Whites who show their pride.

That said, the studies we have summarized were conducted prior to Weisbuch et al.’s paper, and thus it did not occur us to measure the perceived legitimacy of ethnic status differences. Future research is needed to further develop and test an emerging theoretical
framework for why status legitimacy might moderate how status/pride displays are perceived. In our studies, tests of SDO and modern racism as potential moderators yielded inconsistent effects across the studies, precluding any strong conclusion. In Studies 1 and 3, those who rejected the need for group hierarchy (i.e. are lower in SDO) tended to see pride as less authentic coming from Whites than Blacks and were even less interested in hiring a White vs. Black job candidate who displayed pride. Although somewhat suggestive of the second hypothesis, the fact that we did not observe evidence of moderation by SDO on hubristic pride ratings across studies or in Study 2 with a between-subjects design means that more research is clearly needed to test these questions.

Conclusion

In sum, we began this line of research with a clear, theoretically derived hypothesis that Blacks in North America might be socially penalized compared to Whites for overt displays of pride, a self-conscious emotion that signals status and success. Across three studies, we instead found just the opposite: Whites displaying pride were consistently rated as more hubristic than Blacks expressing the same emotion. Although these findings were not predicted, we believe they have the potential to inspire new research on the perils and pitfalls of self-promotion for those who are already presumed to have higher status. It appears that displaying the positive emotion of pride might not have the same effect for all displayers. For some people it might be beneficial, but for others, it could have unintended negative outcomes.

Notes

1. Because our original hypothesis was specific to White Americans, we excluded data from 6 Asian, 4 Black, 1 Hispanic, and 2 multi-ethnic respondents.
2. Ratings on these other measures did, however, reveal a more typical tendency to perceive Blacks more negatively than Whites when emotions other than pride were displayed. Compared to the White target, the Black target was judged to be significantly less prestigious, intelligent, and attractive when displaying anger or happiness, all ps < .05. He was also seen as significantly more dominant and less intelligent when his expression was neutral, and less intelligent and attractive when displaying shame, all ps < .05. These patterns suggest that participants were not generally inclined to provide invariably more positive ratings to Blacks.
3. Here and throughout the paper, when the assumption of sphericity was violated, we confirmed that any significant effects remained significant when applying the Greenhouse-Geisser correction to degrees of freedom.
4. On other exploratory measures the only main or interactive effect of gender was a significant tendency to rate female targets as more intelligent than male targets, p = .012. There were no differences by gender or condition on perceptions of targets’ attractiveness, prestige, or status, all ps > .10. There was, however, a significant main effect of target race condition on ratings of dominance, F (2, 145) = 5.31, p = .006. The White target was rated as significantly more dominant (M = 3.98, SD = 1.21) than the Black target (M = 3.10, SD = 1.26), p = .005, and marginally more dominant the silhouette (M = 3.31, SD = 1.19) which did not differ from each other, p = .618. A marginal interaction with target gender suggested that this pattern tended to be stronger for ratings of male than female targets, F (2, 145) = 2.90, p = .058.
5. We pilot tested 20 photos of varying race/ethnicity (i.e. Black, White, Asian) and gender (i.e. male and female) with 12 MTurk participants in order to select stimuli photos for the study that differed in the emotion conveyed (pride, happy, neutral), all ps < .05, but were of similar attractiveness using a 7-point scale (1-not at all, 7-extremely), all ps > .05. An additional sample
of 13 participants rated 11 resumes to select 6 to use as the primary stimuli that (without a photo attached) did not vary on rated quality, authentic pride, or hubristic pride, all $p$s > .05. Details available upon request.

6. We analyzed the data with ANOVA given that scores were normally distributed and our focus was on only 6 of the 11 candidates ranked. Values for skewness ranged between −.24 and .66, values for kurtosis ranged between −1.20 and −.62. However, a related samples Friedman’s test on all six scores confirm significant differences in rank scores, $X^2(5) = 28.18, p < .001$. More focal non-parametric comparisons again reveal significant differences between the pride, $X^2(1) = 11.00, p = .001$, and neutral displays, $X^2(1) = 6.31, p = .012$, and not for happy displays, $X^2(1) = .82, p = .366$.
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